
Chapter 2 

Problem statement 

2.1 Identification of machine states 

Study about the machine operation and identifying problems \vas very useful to 

develop a system to minimize the effect due to the problem or problems. The weaving 

loom includes mainly three types of S\vitches and two kinds of motors to run the loom. 

These are named as Tip S\\itch. Stop switch. Start S\vitch. Tip motor and main motor. 

Combinations of the operation of the switches and motors can be categorized in the 

table 2.1. 

, Raw [ Tip I Start I Stop I Tip I Main I Machine 
State 1 

switch I switch ~~tor I ?~~;ut _ED_vv_er switch motor 
------- - ---

0 0 0 0 0 
-

2 1 0 0 0 0 0 _$_t()[:l_ 
- ---------- ---- --- --- -~ ------ -

3 1 0 0 1 0 'fir:>ping 
4 1 1 0 0 0 Sto[) 
5 1 1 0 0 1 
6 1 0 0 1 0 0 

7 1 
r 

1 1 0 0 1 Ru11_nmg 
8 0 0 0 0 

I 
0 

1 

0 Stop 

9 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Still 
Stop 

Table 2.1-Combinations of machine states 

State 4&6 can be explained that even though Yoltage is available machine is not able 

to run \\ith Start switch itself. Tip switch is used to operate the machine at a moderate 

speed in order to setup or careful positioning of the mo\ing parts in the machine. 

\Vhcn Start S\\itch is pressed with the Tip switch simultaneously & the machine can 

he run at its maximum set speed. The Stop switch is used to stop the machine and state 

X is very similar to the situation where power interruptions can he happened during the 

machine running. By seeing states 8 and 9 this situation can be identified as similar as 

to short period interruption or voltage dip situation and shutdown the machine. In the 

instance if the mechanism is developed to keep holding the tv;o switches Stop and Tip 

simultaneously during the voltage variation or short period interruption 
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(time t<3second ) operation of the machine can be continued without having any 

production losses. 

2.2 Behavior of the machine controller to the voltages 

For the weaving machines electrical power for the controller starts fi"om external 

transformer vvhich is fitted into the machine. External transformer is capable of 

generating three levels of voltages. Those are 48. 27 & 18V 1\C and is fed into the 

\\Caving machine control PCB. The main motor contactor was energized by 48VAC 

through the internal relay system of the machine to control PCB and rest of the 

voltages ( 18V AC & 27V AC) were accommodated for the functions of balance 

activities of the control panel such as break. stop motions & other control circuits etc). 

The machines were operating \vith the CEB power and anytime voltage variations & 

interruptions can be happened. This will cause to stop the machine operations and 

consequently generate waste. So that investigations vverc done to lind the behaviors of 

the machine controller and related motor contactor during the voltage variations. 

Trials were done with variac and experimental results were tabulated as following 

tables. 2.2 and 2.3. 

AC %of 48V 27V 17V COMMENTS ON CONTROL PCB 
1/P Volt AC AC AC 

230V 100 47.1 26.5 17.5 Control functions of the machine PCB is ok 
--- I .. --

225V 98 45.9 25.9 17.15 Do 
'"; 

220V i 96 44.9 25.35 16.8 Do s ,..,. 

I 

215V 93 43.8 24.7 16.3 Do 

210V 91 42.7 24.12 16 Do 

205V 89 41.7 23.58 15.6 Do 

200V I 87 40.6 122.96 15.2 Do 
----- ---------

195V I 85 39.8 I 22.5 I 14.9 Card functions are satist~tctory up to this point 
---

190V 83 I 38.99 I 21.84 I 14.45 
Internal relays start to vibrate but card stays on 

condition 
- ------------

185V 78.413806121.251 14.1 More noise but card functions are stable 
-- ------------ ----

180V 78 1 1 1 1 

Noise disappeared and the Power failure indicator 
36.94 20.66 13.72 LED ( d). ON d I d f . 1 _ re _ I~ an t 1c car unctions arc stoppcc 

Table 2.2 - Behavior of Machine Controller to different Voltage Levels 
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Behaviors of the component for the different voltage levels 
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Table 2.3 Behavior of other component to different Voltage Levels 

As per the above results operation of the main motor contactor fails at ~ncYt1 of single 

phase voltage, because of that voltage is less than the minimum threshold voltage 

(Appendix-F) of the coil (38.4V AC).The machine controller PCB functions were 
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disabled -vvhen the voltage reaches at 78°Al of single phase voltage, because of low 

control voltage of the PCB and de-energized the internal relays of the PCB. As a result 

of that main motor contactor vvould be de-energized and shut down the machine 

operation. The basic operation of the machine controller is explained by figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1-Schcmatic diagram for machine controller 

2.3 Identification of the Problem 

Due to the voltage variations production \Vaste was generated significantly. There!'orc 

the project \Vas focused on minimization of waste due to voltage variations such as 

'oltagc dips. According to the survey was done there was a commercial device 

de\ eloped in UK \Vas called high voltage traction capacitor device [8l This device 

can he used to power the electrical devices in the case of voltage drops or in absence 

of po\vcr. But it is still in the development stage and also cost is high. Therefore still 

there is no any low cost mechanism to overcome this problem. But battery powered 

lJPSs arc one of pertCct solutions. On average power consumption per loom is 1.5k\\" 

and plant capacity is 120 looms. Therefore at lease 180 k W UPS units arc required to 

run the full capacity of the plant. But due to high capital cost it is not viable. Apart 

from the high capital cost follov ... ing disadvantages were there. 
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r Frequent maintenance cost 

r Fairly large space required 

r Toxic \Vaste 

r I !cat dissipation 

Another one was tly wheel UPSs. This gives lot of advantages compared to the abo\c. 

But the disach·antage is capital cost which is very much higher than the regular UPS 

svstems. 

In this research it was found approximately 50% of the pO\ver Llilures were less than 3 

seconds and generated waste was 6% of the total waste. Therefore vveaving looms in 

the Textile industry is very sensitive to the voltage variations and pO\ver quality 

problems and get stopped immediately. As a result of it stop marks can be seen on the 

l~lbric tapes. It is the damage that can not be accepted by the customers. 

2.3. 1 Stop mark 

The defect ·'stop mark" in the fabric tape was found on a continuous fabric due to the 

variation in tension building up along the yarn path from the yarn beam to elastic tape 

in case or machine stop. 

The nm material (yarn) is \\Tapped on the aluminum beam which is about 40-70 kg 

loaded to the machine creel. The beam can be rotated freely with their center bearings 

and mo\ement is controlled by the tension balance weights .If there is a sudden pm\er 

tailure or voltage variations happen free motion can be taken placed due to 

momentum of the beam. Therefore it causes a tension variation along the tapes. J\.s a 

result of this a stop mark can be created. If there is a possibility· to reset the machine 

\\ ithin 3 seconds stored energy of the beam is enough to maintain the tension of the 

tape and creating stop mark can be minimized. 

2.3 Objective of the project 

lhe expectation of the projects was to reduce the waste and down time during the 

\ oltage variation. Since it finally affects the total revenue that can be generated fi·om 

the plant. 

This \vill require development of a new control system \vhich should be facilitated to 

keep the machine start s\vitehes hold down during the voltage variations. 
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The new design involves digital control principles f(H practical implementation or 

control algorithms in a microcontroller unit (MCU). The following areas need to he 

focused. 

,... HO\v to detect voltage variations which cflccting to the machine operation'? 

,... What hardware components to be sourced and \\hat to be produced to 

make the photo type design? 

,... Programming the microcontroller according to the control algorithm. 

r I low to obtain the experimental results? 
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